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ABSTRACT
Effects of Sensori-Motor Re inforcement on
Alphabet Letter Discrimination Tasks
by
Leona Magnus Peters, Master of Science
Utah State University , 1970
Major Professor: Dr. Carroll Lambert
Department: Child Development
Recent research studies indicate the importance of sensory input in the
development of perceptual skills.

Learning th e a lphabet, an abstract symbol

system , is considered a perceptual task.

The major purpose of this investi-

gation was to determine the effect of a visual experience reinforced by a
sensori-motor experience in improving the ability of kindergarten pupils to
perce ive the configuration of a lphabet letters and the order of these letters
in a word.
Two separate kindergarten classes were se lected as the experimental
and control groups.

The learning task was individualized through the use of

each subject's own name.
Each subject in both groups was provided a daily visual perceptual
experience with his own name through the use of a visual model card.

In addition,

each school day during the twelve day program , the experimental group received
approximately five minutes of sensori-motor experience with the a lphabet
letters in their own names to tactfully reinforce the visual experience.

The results of the data collected indicate that the Ss in the expe rimental group showed g reater improvement scores than the control group.

On

the positioning task, the experimental group showed a 6. 3 per cent greater
improvement score at level I and a 8. 3 per cent greater improvement score
at level II.

On the ordering task, the exper imental group showed a 13 .9 per

cent greater impro vement score at level I and a 30. 6 per cent greater improvement score at level II.

Subjects performing at level I wo rked with their first

names and subjects performing at level II worked with their first and last
names .
The hypotheses were supported.

The use of three dimensional

moveable alphabet letters to build their ow n names increased the subjects
perception of these abstract symbols through increased visual tactual
sensory input.
(78 pages)

INTRODUCTION

Before or during the process of learning to read, every child is confronted with recognizing that each of the 26 abstract symbols in the Eng! ish
alphabet is different from the other 25, even though that difference is ever so
slight. The ease with which the indi vidual child is able to perce ive these
small differences in alphabet lette rs determines to a great extent the amou nt
of success the child has in mastering the skill of learning to read.

This

ability to recognize some salient feature of each letter is fundamenta l
whether he learns to read by the phone tic approach or the whole word method .
Another factor of utmost import that the child must learn is that these symbols
must be arranged in a definite order to spell a certain word .
The perception that , in our a lphabe t system , a circle is an _Q and a
circle a nd a tall stick placed close enough so that they touch is as! takes place
in the brain not in the fingers or eyes, e tc .

The fingers and eyes are a sensory

media that transmit the image of the symbols in our alphabet system to the
brain where the symbols are interpreted to represent a given sound.
Most young children do learn the alphabet through the visual media without noti ceable difficulty.

This fact has led to the erroneous vie wpoint that learn-

ing the alphabet is a unilinear developmental process contingent on readiness
alone ancl that all children will learn th e symbols through the visual medi a
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when they are interested enough to be motivated to pay attention and are,
therefore , "ready. "
The id ea of reinforcing the visual media with a tactile experience is
not new . Montessori (1912) advocated touching the alphabet letters while
looking at them to fix the images mor e qui ckly through the cooperation of
the senses. After a brief surge of interest in the education of the senses at
the turn of U1e century, educators lost interest in this approach.

However in

the past decade, there has been re newed inte r est in the role that sensory input
has in the process of perception.

One example of a current application of a

multi-sensory learning approach is 0 . K. Moores's "respo nsive environment's
laboratory. " Pines (1966).

This program incorporates visual and auditory

sensory input through the use of a programmed electric typewriter .

The

results of this and other recent investigations point to the value of simultaneous cross-modal sensory experiences in the process of perceptive
learning.
Almy and Miller (1966) points out that Piaget has repeatedly emphas ized the
importance of visual and sensori-motor activity to develop the chi ld's perceptual abilities.
Not all children learn to read . Lack of adequate perception has often
been ide ntified as a major cause of inversions, reversals, rotati ons, and
incorrect spatial orientations of alphabet letters. Research has been
vigorous in attempt ing to determine the role that various sensory inputs play
in formulat ing the correct perception required to accurately and consistently
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perceive the alphabet letters . There is also general agreement that many
young children fail to recognize the importance of the order of le tters in
words.

Recognition of all of the alphabet letters is a skill that kindergarten
pupils are expected to master in the school district where the author teaches.
In the classroom the first alphabet letters that th e child encounters in an
organized, systematic way are the alphabet letters contained in the child's own
name . It is common practice for the teachers in the district to teach the
recognition of the ch ild 's name by presenting a visual experience with the
printed name each day in the routine of taking attendance.

Some children

learn to recogni ze their own name immed iately; how ever, some children
have diff iculty in attaining this skill until much l ater in the year.
This study was initiated in an attempt to measure what effect a multisensory approach would have on the ability to perceive accurately differences
in the letters of the alphabet, and the abi lity to recognize the order of letters
in a word.

The alphabet letters stud ied were limited to the alphabet letters

contained in each child's own name.
Within the s tr uc ture of the study, it was ass umed that measurable
gain s made by the control group would be due to the perceptual learning provide<.! uy the visual exper ience program. It was further assumed that measurable gains made by the exper imental group would be a result of the perceptual
learn ing made possible by the same visual experience program and the added
sensory input of the sensori-motor reinforcement program.
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Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to determine if a sensori-motor reinforcement experience would improve the ability of kindergarten children to
attend to the configurations of alphabet letters and the order of letters in a
word.
The following hypotheses were made in this study:
1. There will be a measurable difference between the experimental
population and the control population in the ability to order the letters correctl y
lo spell the subject's own name after the completion of a systematic sensorimotor reinforcement program.
2.

There will be a measu rable difference between the experimental

population and the control population in the ab ility to position the letters
correctly to spell the subject's own name after the completion of a systematic
sensori-motor reinforcement program.

Definition of Terms

Working definitions of terms in the context of the authors usage in
this study .
haptic percept ion - learning through the sense of touch , employing active
manipulation of a n object by the f ingers and hands.
ordering-

placing the alphabet letter units in proper sequence
from left to r ight to build a word.
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perception -

the act of receiving sensory impressions and
interpreting and identifying these sensory impressions by correlating them with previous
experiences.

The recognition and integration

of stimuli is a process that occurs in the brain,
not in the fingers, eyes, etc.

For instance,

perception requires thought and reason, seeing
does not.
positioning-

placing the alphabet letter symbols in the correct
spatial orientation so that the symbols cons istently
communicate a definite English alphabet letter.

Sensori-motor -

refers to motor responses initiated by sensory
stimulation.

tactile -

perceived through the sense of touch.

visual perception -

the process of discriminating and learning through
the medium of the eye.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Role of Sensory Input in Perceptual Learning
of Alphabet Letters

There has been great interest in the role of sensory input in the percepbual process of discriminating alphabet letters . There is varied opinion
concerning which sensory media increases perceptual learning to the greatest
degree.

Activity in research has been directed to the important question of

whether certain experiences contribute to discrimination sk ill s or whether
acuity in discrim ination is a developmental process that is dependent on maturation .

Visual input is discussed by Shaw (1964) who states that from a purely

physical point of view, children's eyes are efficient enought for them to learn
abstract symbol s at 12 months of age.

The visual media for perception is

there, but the child has not yet developed the abili ty to understand what is perce ived.

Therefore if the input through the visual media does not transmit infor-

mation to the brain that can be interpreted, sensory learning will not take place.
Keislar (1964) postulates that learning to discriminate one letter from another is
not an automatic process; the child at age four can beg in to discover lhe critical
dimensions of letters (sticks, curves, circ le , etc.).

Wheelock and Silvardi (1967)

states that discr imination is learned and can be improved by direct training. J. J. Gibson
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(1966) states that perceptual learning should not be considered as an

enr ich-

ment process but as an education of attention to the critical features of the
a lphabet letters.

Gibso n states the education of the senses

has often been

the aim of individuals concerned with the intellectual growth and development
of the young child . Gibson prefers to refer to the

e ducation of the senses

as the education of the perceptua l systems.
Supporting the developmental point of view, studies done by
Zaporap hets (1 965 ) indicate that haptic exploratio ns used in tracing the contour of objects were definitely more organi zed and acc urate as the child
matured.

Us ing films to const ruct a "K inogra m " (a plot of movements )

Zaporaphets (1 965) also reports that visual inspe ction of objects was more
inclusive and efficie nt with age progression.
Vernon (1 957) stresses the role of visua l perception in lette r recognition.

He states that res earc h indi cates a normal c hild of ages f ive to six

ca n perceive simple forms without great difficulty.

The problem is the extent

to which he can remember accurately the small differe nces between a number
of s imilar s hapes as are found in the alphabet lette r s .
Fries (1 965 ) concludes that lette rs must be identified as co ntrasting
shapes and this must be practiced w1til the child's recognit ion reac tions to the
sign ificant features are automatic.
5cholnick, Osler and Katzenellenbogen (1968 ) s tates that practice in
making percep tua l discriminations in pictures and solid objects will transfer to
other new learn ing tasks such as the task of le arn ing the letters in the alphabet.
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Gibson, Gibson, Pick and Osser (1962) used letter-like forms to test
for improvement in discr imination tasks performed by children ages four to
eight. It was their conclusion that improvement is the result of learning to
detect invariants in the alphabet letters; which is a perceptual learning task .
Greene (1968) discusses the role of tactile sensory input.

Greene con-

jectures that since touch is the only tangible physical contact we have with
objects, it is probably the most important sense we have.

He stresses the

tremendous need for tactual experiences in the development of the young child.
The more sensory impulses the child's brain receives , the greater the visu a ltactual development and the quicker skills in discrimination are achieved .
Discussing the importance of visual input, Hunt (1964) points to the
study of Dennis and Dennis in 1940 with the Hopi children who were reared
on cradleboards with the act ivity of their arms and legs restricted , but whose
eyes were exposed to a rich variety of visual sensory input.

These children

who were restricted to the visua l med ia were walking at the same age as
the children reared with no motor activity restrictions .
Abravenel (1968b) reports that growing research literature indicates
Soviet developmental psychologists increased interest in the role of haptic
exploration in the process of learning during ontogenesis.
Abravenal (1968a) refers to studies done by Piaget and Inhelder (1956)
which direct our attention to the issue of ontogenetic changes in perceptual
and exploratory activity.

They observed that between the ages of four and

one-half and five and one-half, on the average, shapes that are integrated
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into our symbolic alphabet system are accurately recognized and d ifferentiated.
Their stud ies of haptic explorat ion s indicate that the sensori-motor approach

to learning alphabet symbols at the 1\indergarten age level is valid and
productive.
Gibson (1966) reports that during the fifth year, haptic attention to
the subteleties of the spatial distribution is greatly refined .
Spiker (1960) postulates that learning the names for an object is basic
and facilitates the learning, whereas, Gibson (1963) contends that learning a
name for each letter is an association process, a secondary stage.
Pick, Pick and Thomas (1966) found in a developmental study that
compar isons including breaks in the figure, closure, or rotations (all of which
are character istics of our a l phabet system) were more efficiently differentiated
by hapti c explorations.
Studies conducted by Birch and Lefford (1963) enabled them to conc lude that five year old children are able effect ively to equate visual with
haptic information in the ir perception about 90.2 per cent of t he time.

Birch

and Lefford (1963) report that Piaget and Inhelder (1956) found that accuracy
in discriminat ion was greatest when the initial perception was haptic, then
vi sua!.

In early chi ldhood this could be expected because haptic perception

would invol ve the ch ild more and direct the attention through action, whereas,
visual perception could be very inactive with the sensory input greatly reduced.
Pick, Pick and Thomas (1966) found in their studies that there is a
cross-modal transfer of perceptual learning from visual discriminations to
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tactual discriminations and from tactual discriminations to visual discriminations.
Abravenel (1968b) states that there are important developments in
perceptual activity at around five years of age and the process of intersensory patterning is also undergoing rapid change at this age.
Elkind and Weiss (1967) found that in a study involving eighty-five
children , ages five to eight, that the tendency to exp lore an unstructured array
of familiar figures increased with age.

The tendency to explore a structured

array was equally demonstrated at all ages.

The results were interpreted

as supporting the theory that visual and motor explorat ions are interrelated
and an unorganized visual enco unter did not stimulate haptic exploration at
an early age, because the 1<1-sk was too difficult visually.

From thi s research,

Elkind postulates that patterns of v isual explorat ion s are , in effect, motor
acti vity skills.

Characteristics of Difficulty Encountered in Perception
of Alphabet Letters and Word Order

Research in the role of visual and hapti c perception often has been directed
to the confustion caused by similarities in certain alphabet letters.

Dunn-Rankin,

Leton and :;helton (1969) report that emp i r ical studies have shown that rotations
are a major source of confus ion in young c hildren .

The letter features that

are critical for discrimination of the letters b-p, b-q, d-p, b-d , p-q , u-n are
often reversed in the process of visual perception.

This confusion persists,
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as shown when 315 second grade Ss (subjects) we r e asked to judge which of
the 21 most commonly used lower case letters were most similar.
b-d-p , c-e, and n-u .

They listed

Birch and Lefford (1967) supports this view with his

studies that show that visual recognition of shape is we ll developed by age 5.
Errors made in discrimination of figures were dlle to a failure in correct
spatial orientations.

De Hirsch , Jansky and Langford (1966) defines reversal

discrimination as a higher level of vi sua! perception fllnctioning than differentiating distinctly different features as the c ircle found in 0 and the stick found in P.
Popp (1964) and Gibson (1966) describe the reversals and rotations as the most
confus ing differentiation tasks.

Vernon (1959) found that five year old ch ildren

were often unable to see differences between a shape and its mirror image even
when it was pointed out to them.

This confusion persists up to ages e ight or

nine in some chi ldren.
Gibson, Gibson, Pick and Osser (1962) did an interesting study using
Roman Jakobson's concept of distinctive features of phonemes and assumed that
so lid obj ects and graphemes have "distinctive feature" characteristics that could
be used in discrimination.

They found that in early stages of letter discrimination,

object permanence (the fact that an object is the same upside down or facing
l eft or right) resulted in a high rate of errors in discriminating letters that
are related to reversals and rotations.

The kind of perceptual learning that is

required is a process of isolating and focusing on those unique features of each
letters that are both invariant and critical.

The role of perceptu al learning is

to help the child pay attention to those distinctive features that determine how
the letter is constructed.

Vernon 's observations support the findings of
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Gibson et al. Vernon (1957, p. 16) states that:
on one characteristic of the child's perception there seems to be
general agreement: that he does not observe, or only observes
and remembers with difficulty , the orientations of shapes and their
order or direction in a sequence . That he overlooks the orientation of shapes is naturally to be expected, since one of the
things which he has to learn in early childhood is that objects
retain their identity when their spatial position and orientation
are changed .
Vernon does not indicate whatexact age of child he is referring to, but he
was describing beginning readers.
Presenting a contrasting point of view, in a study including 49
kindergarten c hildre n, Hendrickson and Muehl (1962) concluded that training
in attending to the directional differences between band d facilitated learning
t:he names for these letters.

He suggests that the lack of the realization that

direction is cr it ical in discriminating the two may be as important a factor
as perceptual rotation.
Wohwill a nd Weiner (1964) states that discrimination of shape orientation
in children is a refined aspect of the more general area of the development of
shape perception. He reports that studies show that the ability to discriminate
reversals of shape in a lphabet letters is increased greatly during the fifth
year of life .
Birch and Lefford (1967) defines the process of perceptual analysis:
when the individual has the ability to discrim inate between identical forms
or those that differ in their spatial orientation, as is the case of b-d, u-n,
etc .

This capacity is of a higher strata than gross discriminations req.1ired

in the discrimination of structurally different letters.
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Vernon (1957) reports that Bowden found that ch ildren could easily
read words upside down and did not notice the transformation of letters within
the words , for instance, "nettims" for "mittens." Vernon reports that 46
per cent of the errors in word matching by five year olds were reversals.
The spatial order of printed letters has been found to be a difficult skill
for children.

Ability to perceive order is one of the vital forces in word

recognition.
Vernon (1960) reports that along with the perception of letter shapes
the five year old child often does not perceive the relationship of order in
which the letters occur in a word.

Piaget and Inhelder (19 56) showed

that young children do not readily perceive order, for instance, the order of
beads on a str ing.

Vernon (1959) found that even when five year old children

Jearn which letters belong to a word, they may not remember what the order
should be .

The Role of the Sensori-Motor Reinforcement
Program in the L earning Process

The following literature contributed to the selection of the instruments
and the structure of the reinforcement program to increase perceptual learning.
Gibson (1963) opposes the traditional view that perception begins on a
two dimensional plane and progresses to a three demensional plane. As a res ult of the findings in experiments with hooded rats, Gibson was able to
hypothes is that discrimination of three dimensional objects is primary a nd
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that ontogenetically development progresses toward discrimination of form
in a two dimensional media.

This view would support introducing the alphabet

to young ch ildren using the three dimensional movable letters rather than
using printed alphabet letters in two dimensional form.
Birch and Lefford (1963) support working w ith movable alphabet letters
in lieu of printing because writing is concerned with Kinsethetic movement
whic h does not reach the level of accuracy characteristic of visual- haptic
integration at the kindergarten level.
Zaporaphets (1965) reports that research with young Russ ian children
has shown that manipulation of objects increases the understanding of the
relationship of the parts of the objects. A combination of manipulation and
visual exploration facilitates visual analysis.

Active touch employing

plastic or plywood letters assist the children in making the subtle discrimination required for letter recognition .
Abravenel (1966) states that through directed haptic exploration, the
child tends to acquire more efficient strategies in determ ining the critical
features of objects.
Gotkin (1967) advocates the use of three dimensional letters in first
introductions of the al phabet to provide a sensori-motor experience to utilize
a n1ulti-sensory rein:forcen1ent approach.

Montessori (1912 , p. 264) describes her program to engage the cooperation of the senses through a multi-sensory approach to learning the
letters of the alphabet.
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At this point we present the cards bearing the vowels painted in
red. The ch ild see irregul ar figures painted in red. We give
him the vowe ls in wood, painted red and have him superimpose
these upon the letters painted on the card. (Montessori , 1912 ,
p. 264)
Th e consonants are painted in blue and the same procedure is followed.
Morra (1967) points out that the Montessor i method is primarily known
for the emphasis placed on the "education of the senses" but success of that
emphasis is dependent on another Montessori view that the basic unit of learning is the individual experience.
A !ley and Carr (1968) call attention to the work of Ro ach and Kephart
who outlined a three stage continuous deve lopmental pattern necessary for the
integration of information. Initial stage--motor movement patterns.
stage--perceptual organization.

Final stage--concept formation.

Second

All three

are interrelated and interdependent.
Chittenden (1969) interprets Piaget's stress on the central role o f
acti ve exploration to suggest a model for optimum learning which includes
three stages.
Stage 1-- Launching period (teacher directed)
Stage 2--Prolonged period of learning or equilibrium (child works
on his own)
Stage 3--Consolidation or Digesting phase (teacher directed)
It is in Stage 2 where the sensori -mo tor activities are self-enforcing

to the eventual conceptualization of the shape perception.

Chi ldren must be

a ll owed a maximum of activity on the ir own , directed by means of materials
which permit these materials to be cognitively Ltseful.
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Piaget (1966) reports that there are two levels in a sensori-motor
experience with objects; (1) acti ng on objects in order to find out someth ing
from the objects themsel ves (unique s hapes of individual alphabet letters );
(2) acting on objects to learn from the process (order ing the letters ).
Around the ages of se ven or eight , these act ions of ordering enumerating and
grouping become "internalized" as concrete logical operations.
Almy, Chi ttendon and Mill er (1966) state that Piaget's theory l eaves no
question as to the importance of learning through activity. Demons tratio ns a nd
pictures c learly do not involve the child as meaningfully as his own manipulation
and experimentat ion .

Summary of Review of Literature

The li terature reviewed in the role of sensory input in perceptual
learning indicates that letter discr imination does impro ve with age clue to
increased perceptual abilities , whic h allow the child to perceive unique
features of a lphabet letters that are invarient and cr itical.
Visual and tactual sensory input do support and reinforce each other
in perceptual development.
Reversals and rotations have been identified as the errors that are
most common in early alphauet letter discrimination.

Research in the area of

diffi culty in perception of alphabet letters a nd word order indicate s that the
princ iple of "object permanence" is a major cause of the e rrors made in
lette r discr imina tion.

Perceptual analysis is required to identify inva ri ent

17

fea ture s of each alphabet letter.

Visual and tactual sensory input will improve

the acuity of the perceptual analysis.
It is essential to teach young children the order and direction of

lette rs in a word.

Word building, which compels the child to observe each

letter unit, forces him to notice the order and direction.
The literature reviewed in the role of the sensori-motor reinforcement program indicates that the inclusion of sensori-motor activity into
the proc ess of perceptual learning has been substantiated by theoretical
and empirical studies.

Perceptual learning is prerequisite to attaining

concepts .
Chittenden's (1969) model of optimal learn ing was integra ted into
t he design of this study .
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METHODS AND PROCE DURE

Two k indergarten classes in a small s uburba n school distri ct in
Ro selle, Illinois were selected for this study.
is populated by middle class white families.

T hi s residential community
There are three elementary

sc hool bu il dings within an area of two and one-half miles.

The Parkside

and the Spring Hills schools have a morning and an afternoon kindergarten
c lass . Lincoln school has a morning kindergarte n class only.

This study

includes the morning k indergarte n cl ass at Lincoln school and the aft ernoon
kindergarten class at Spring Hill s sc hool.
The kindergarten classroo m s at the Lincoln school and Spring Hills
schools are identical in s ize and de s ign.

The rooms are standard eleme ntary

c l assrooms a nd consequently contain less space tha n reco mmended as essential
for a k indergarten program. Standard equipment in each room includes five
chil d s ize tables that sea t six children, child size chairs, one wall of low
open shelves, one sink, a 10 x 12 rug, pi a no, limited doll house area,
s mall unit block area, painting easel , puppet screen, a teacher's desk a nd
a filing cab in et.

The manipulative toys, library books a nd children's supplies

are organized on the open s helves.
The enrollment is limited to th irty c hildre n per class with one
teacher.
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The morning classes are held for two and one-half hours, five days
a wee k. The afternoon c lasses are held for two and one-quarter hours, five
days a week.

The pupils in this study were assigned to their particular school on
the basis of the geographic lo cation of their fami ly residence .

Chronological

a ge is the only factor in admittance to the kindergarten program.

As defined

by Illinois law, a c hild is required to be five by December 1 of any particular
school year.

There is no pre-school readiness test administered.

There is

no ability grouping so that on the entrance date each k indergarten c lass is
comprised of all of the children in a certai n geographic area who range from
4-9 to 5- 8.

The only exception would be a ny children who would be older

due to rete ntion in kinderga rte n from the prev ious year . In the two c lasses
stud ied , there were no children who were repeat ing kindergarten so that at the
time of the study , the Ss ranged in age from 4- 10 to 5-9.
The control and exper imental group were matched only by age and
sim ilarity of soc ial class of the fam ilies.

Th e co ntrol and experimental group

are representat ive of every kindergarten class in the district due to the existing

polieie~

of the Board of Educa Lion in determining whic h child is included

in a particular kindergarten class .
Since this study is action research, as described by Best (1 959) and the
findings are to be evaluated in terms of local appl icability, not in terms of
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universal validity, the two groups were judged to be adequate to serve as a
co ntrol and experimental group.
The entire morning kindergarten class of thirty children at the Spring
Hills school was selected as the control group.

The author was not the class-

room teacher of these Ss, but did conduct the pre-test and the post-test and
instructed the co- operating classroom teacher in the procedure to be followed
during the study.
Twenty one Ss (twelve girls and nine boys) completed the visual perceptual program and the sensori-motor reinforcement program in the expe rimental group.
In the con trol group, twenty seven Ss (sixteen girls and eleven boys)
completed the visual perceptual program.

Instruments

Movable Alphabet Letters:
The same movable alphabet letters were used in the pre-test, posttest, as a pattern for making the visual models , and as the instrum ent in
the sensori-motor reinforcement program.

Visual models were used by

each of the subjects in the visual perceptual program and the sensorimotor re inforcement program.

The a lphabet letters, obtained from an early childhood education
s upply catalogue, were white cardboard with a green velour coating on the
reverse side.

The movable manuscript letters were in lower case except

the initial letter of the name or names which was a capital letter.
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Below is the actual size of the upper and lower case letters:

0
Level I , Pre-test and Post-Test Set:
The level I pre-test and post-test set consisted of: a blank three by
nine inch strip of dark paper and an envelope containing the movable alphabet
letters in each Ss own first name.
Level II , Pre-test and Post-Test Set :
The l eve l II pre-test and post-test set consisted of: two blank three
by nine inch strips of dark paper and an envelope containing the movable
alphabet letters in each Ss own first and last name.
Visual Models:
The visual models were prepared by tracing around the movable
letters with a thin tipped black felt pen.
manner on a separate yellow card.
printed on a visual model for level I.

Each Ss name was printed in this

Following is an example of a name
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Level II visual models contained the first a nd last name .

Pilot Stud y

Gotkin (196 7, p. 82 ) has stated "most middle class children are well on
thei r way to mastery of the alphabet before entering kirrlergarten a nd teaching
the alphabet to them is often unnecessary."
However, the experience of the author in teachi ng middle class kindergarte n childre n has been that most childre n come to sc hool unaware of the
order a nd position of the alphabet letters in their ow n names. If their parents
have ta ught them th e ir name, it i s· most often printed in capital letters or in
imprope rly formed manuscript letters .
1n order to test a few middle class childre n who would have backgrounds
sim ilar to the Ss to be used in the main study, pupils enro lled in the 1969
s ummer session at the Edith Bowen Laboratory school at Utah Sta te Uni versity
wer e used in the pilot study.

The author requested that the clas s room teac he r

in the kindergarten sel ect the c hildren who would fit the following req uirements.

T he children selected s hould not have attended kindergarten for the year preceedi ng the summer session or have atte nded the Child Development L aboratori es a t Utah State University .
requ irements.

There were five children who met these

They were used as Ss in the Pi lul Study.

The five c hildren came as a group to the table in the classroom.

The

a uthor gave each of the Ss an e nvelope conta ining the movable alphabet l etters
that were needed to build hi s name .

The Ss were then instructed to spell their

names with the a lphabet letters . The performance i s as shown below:
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Table 1.

Performance on pre-test by five Ss in pilot study

~

Name

Years

Months

Performance

Jenny

4

6

Jenny

Angie

4

8

.198Df\

Nancy

4

9

ybc.dN

Craig

5

3

6

Dean

5

4

f,

cja.~v
p

nO.

Girl 4-6 placed the five letters of her name in perfect order and position.
Girl 4-8 placed the five letters of her name in nearly perfect mirror
image except for the last two letters of her name; these letters were reversed.
This subject placed three letters with the white side up (correct) and two
letters with the green velour side up (wrong).

This caused the "e" to be

backwards.
Girl 4-9 placed the five letters in a nearly perfect mirror image
pattern with the third and fourth letters reversed.

She used all of the letters

right side up .
Boy 5-3 was completely confused by the task.

He had a most bewil-

de red expression on his face. He studied the green and white sides carefully,
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turning them over several times, but showed no glimmer of recognition .
He placed the five letters in his name in a scrambled mass indicating that
he was unaware of any order or orientation of alphabet letters.
Boy 5-4 placed the four letters of his name on the table with the green
velour (wro ng) side up in a disorganized irregular semi-circle.

He looked at

both sides and worked with the letters after the other Ss had left the table, but
he was unable to orient and order the letters so that they would spell his name.
Three of the five children recognized the movable alphabet letters
in their own names as symbols that could be used to build their name.
one S was abl e to perfectly spell her name.

Only

The other two revealed that they

recognized the a lphabet letters contained their names, but they were not sure
of the order within the name.

Each of these two Ss began building their

name from right to left instead of from l eft to right.

They each reversed

two l etters in their names.
The other Ss were unaware of the purpose of the abstract symbols
used to spell their own names.
The pilot study supported the idea that using the child's own name
would have several advantages.

Each Ss ability and progress could be mea-

sured indi viduall y even though the study would be conducted in a total group
situation.

Eauh uhild would have intrinsic motivation to learn the letters

in a word that has positive identification value for the child.
The pilot study also revealed several weaknesses in the directions given

to the children and the opportunity to observe the Ss working with the instrument
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suggested to the author that the structure be modified in the following ways:
The author conc luded that the subjects should be instructed to place
the white side (correct) of the letters up before beginning to order and
position the letters .

This would eliminate the possibility of the le tter be-

coming totally an unrecognizable symbol that is not contained in our alphabet .
The perceptual difficulty of this task was made clear to the author when she
tried to record the reversed sy mbols created by having the green velour
side up.

The task of copying a symbol that was reversed was tedious and

not at all an a utomatic perceptual process that is involved in printing an "e"
or any other symbol in our alphabet.
The disorganized way that the le tters were placed on the table pointed
to the need for a guide to place the letters on.

The author decided to use a

three by nine inch strip of dark paper.
The enthusiastic tactile activity displayed by the Ss who were obviously
unfamiliar w ith the abstract symbol system reaffirmed the use of the movable
alphabet Jetter to aid in fixing visual perception on the configurations of each
Jetter and at the same time reinforcing the visual experie nce with the sensorimotor experie nc e.
The results of the pilot study supported the original design of the
study which included two levels of performance.

Ss who were able to per-

fectly build their first names with the movable a lphabe t letters in the pretest would be pre-tested at level II . Level II would require the Ss to work
w ith the movable alphabet letters in their first and last names.
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This structure wo uld allow for a further measurement of the effect
of the sensori-motor reinforcement program for ch ildren, who had adequate
percept ion of the a lphabe t letters in the ir first name to perform perfectly
on the l evel I pre-test, but were unfamiliar with the alphabet letters contai ned in their l ast name .

Ma in Study

The main study was of an experimental

desig~ .

A pre-test and a post-

tes t was adm ini stered to the control and experimental groups at the beginning
and co nclusion of the reinforcement program. Each school day during the
twel ve day reinforcement program , the Ss in the control group and th e
experimen tal group were subjected to a visual perceptual experience with
the alphabet le tters in their own na me . In add iti on, each school day during
the s tudy , the experimental group received approximately five minutes of
se nsori- motor experience with movable alp habet letters to reinforce the
visual experie nce . The effect of the sensori-motor re inforceme nt program
is the variable that was mea s ured.
The study was structured to invol ve th e co ntrol and experimental
s ubj ects at two performance levels , l evel I and level II. At level I , Ss
worked with the alphabet letters in their first na me only. At level II, Ss
worked with the a lphabet letters in the ir first a nd last name. Ss w ho
demonstrated perfe ct performan ce on level l pre -test were required to perform
at level II .
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The pre·- test and post-test for the control group and the experimental
group involved identical instruments.

The procedure was nearly identical

but differed in the following way . In the pre-test, all of the Ss participated in
the Ievell task on the first day . On the follow ing day, only those subjects
who performed perfectly on the level I task on the previous day, participated
in the level II task.

On the post-test, both level I and level II tasks were

completed on the same day with those ch ildren , who had been performing
at level I and those who had performed at level II during study, working at
the ir respect ive levels.

Pre- test and post-test tasks
Level I --to position and order the movable alp habet letters to spell the
Ss own first name on a blank three by nine inch str ip of dark paper.
Level II-- to position and order the movable alphabet letters to spell
the Ss own first and last name on two blank three by nine inch strips of
dark paper.
The study began on the eighth school day and concluded on the twentyfourt h school day of the 1969-70 schoo l year.

The pre-test was conducted on

the first four days, the visual perceptual and the sensori-motor reinforcement program was conducted daily for the next twelve days, and th e posttest was conducted on the last two days of the study.

Pre-test level I
The Ss were seated at the ir regular classroom tables with s ix ch ildren
at each rectangular table.

Three childr en were seated on each side.
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The author gave these gene ral instructions to the entire group.

"I

am go ing to g ive you e ach an enve lope that contai ns the alphabet letters in
your first name.

T he letters in your envelope w ill be different than those

in the other envelopes at your table because they are just for you.

Do not

open your e nvelope until all of the children have rece ived an envelope and I
tell you to take the l etters out. "
The author iss ued each Ss his own l evel I test set.

The envelopes

were la bel ed with the child' s name wr itten in curs ive so that the autl10r co uld
readily read the name but the Ss would not be able to use it as a vis ua l model.
The Ss were then instructed to: (1) place the le tters on t he table
with the white s ide up .

The author demonstrated with an extra letter.

After

a ll of the Ss had completed this task, the Ss were instructed to (2) move the
a lphabet letters to spell their own first name on the s trip of paper.
As each S completed tl1e task to his ow n satisfaction a nd the author was
s ure that the S was finished, the a utl1or qui etly suggested that the S leave the
table and go to the r ug . The author recorded the data after all of the Ss had
l eft the area.
Those Ss who performed perfectly on the l evel I pre-test task participated in the leve l II pre-test task on the following day.

Those children who

did no t participate in the level II pre-lest task were taken to another room by
a nother teacher so that the Ss would not be distracte d.

Le vel II
The Ss were again seated at their regular classroom ta bles .
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The author gave these general instru ct ions to the entire group.

"You

did an excelle nt job on your first name yesterday; today you will receive
an envelope that has more alphabet letters in it.
to spell your first and last name.

There are enough letters

Do not open your envelope until a ll of

the ch ildre n have received an e nve lope and I tell you to take the letters out."
The author issued each S his own le vel II set.

The Ss were the n

instructed to: (1) place the two strips of paper on the table so that they
are not touch ing each other.

(2) place the letters on the table with the white

s ide facing up as you did yesterday. After this task was completed by all
t he Ss , the Ss were instructed to (3) use the l e tters to spell your first name
on one strip of pape r and your last name on the other strip of paper.
The author again recorded the data a fter all the Ss had left the area .

Visual perceptual program
The Ss in the control group and the experimental group were subjected
da il y to a visual perceptual experience with their own name.

Each school day

during the twelve clay program each S was shown a visual model of his own
name.

This procedure was incorporated into the routine of taking attendance.

Those Ss participating at level I were shown a visual model card of their own
first na me and those Ss participating at level II were shown a visual model
card of the ir own first and last name.
The teacher said the name while showing the visual model card to the
e ntire class . then each of the Ss came individually to the teacher and pic ked up
hi s ow n visual model card and placed it in a co ntainer where all of the ca rds
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were kept unti l the next day when the attendance again was taken, following
the same procedure.

Sensori-motor reinforcem ent program
Each school day during the sensori-motor re inforcement program , the
experimental group received approximately five minutes of sensor i-motor
experience to re inforce the visual exper ience.

The procedure was as follows.

Each S received a folder contain ing the visual model appropriate to his l evel
and an envelope containing the individual mo vable manuscript letters required
to spell hi s own name.
The Ss were seated at the ir r egular classroom tables . The author distr ibu ted the folders to the Ss . T he folders were kept c losed on the tab le
until a ll of the Ss had received their folders.

The author the n instructed

the Ss to use the movable alphabet letters to spell their own names.

The

movable whi te l etters fit exactly with in the outline of the letters pr inted on
the visual model.
The sensor i-motor reinforcem ent program was administered as a total
group experience but the Ss were encouraged to proceed at their own pace.
Suggestions for strategies to be used were m ade by the author but a ll children
we re not expected to adhere to the order given;
l ette rs on top of your printed name;
below to spell yo ur own name;
use of the card.

(2)

(1) "tr y

to fit the white

try to place the le tters directly

(3) try to build your own name without the

Turn the card over so that you cann ot see the printed name.
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Use the card to c heck your name if you are not sure how the letters s hould
be placed. "
1\venty-one subjects completed the sensori-motor reinforcement
program in the experimental group (12 g irls and 9 boys) .
(8 girls and 6 boys) participated at level I.
participated at le ve l ll .

Fourteen Ss

Seven Ss (4 girls and 3 boys)

Three Ss were e liminated fro m the study due to

perfect performance on the pre-test skill s at level I and le ve l II.

Since

these Ss demo nstra ted perfect performance in the order and orientation of
the alphabet letters in their first a nd last names , there could be no valid
measure of progress made as a result of the sensor i-motor re inforcement
program.

These three Ss worked with the numeral s a nd alphabet letters

requi red to build their addresses during the reinforcement program s ince
the study was designed to pro vide the exper ience in a total group.

Only

those Ss who made one or more errors in positioning or ordering the a lphabet
letters in his own name were in cluded in the study .
In the co ntrol g roup, tw enty- seven Ss (16 girls and 11 boys) completed
the visual expe rience program . Twenty-two Ss (12 girls and 10 boys) participated at level I.

Five Ss (3 girls and 2 boys) participated on pre- test

level I and level II.

1\vo Ss were elminated from the study due to extended

a bse nces during the study . One su bje ct was eliminated due to perfect performance on the pre-test.
Aside f rom eliminating those pupils who performed perfectly on the
pre-test, there was no attempt to c lassify the Ss previous experiences with
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the abstract symbol system, our alphabet.

The purpose of the study was to

ascerta in if a ll kindergarten pup il s who were not suffic iently familiar with
the a lphabet letters in their own name to order and position the letters perfectl y could , in fact , make measurable gains in perception of the abstract
symbol system after a systematic sensor i-motor reinforcement program .
It was not possible to control the preschool experiences with alphabet

letters , however, it was ass umed that results of previous experience were
measured in the pre-test .
During the study , the following conditions were instituted in an attempt
to standardize the experience with al phabet letters that the pupils were
exposed to in the classroom.
The study was conducted as early in the sc ho ol year as possible. It
was felt that the class would need to be fa miliar w ith routine and to have had
some experience in following directions as a group before the pupils could
adequately function as indi vidua ls with in a total group s ituatio n.

The study

began on the e ighth day of sc hool after the beginning of the school yea r.
Exper ience with alphabet letters and the ir names was limited to those
described in this study . The Ss in both the co ntrol and exper ime ntal group
had no othe r experiences in the classroo m with th e ir names or alphabet
le tters during th e course of the study.
In a carefull y planned effort to li mit the scope of the study to the
visual-tactual variables, the teachers made a deliberate effort not to int roduce the auditory varia ble.

At no time during the study, did the teachers

verball y direct the Ss attention to the c onfigurat ion or orientatio n of
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any letter or the order of letters within a word.

The perception required for

order and orientation was to be taught by the instruments in the study and not
by teachers .

Presumably the perception required to utilize an abstract

symbol system in name building would be learned through the visual media
exper ienced by the control group or learned through the multi-sensory
approach of the sensori-experience reinforcing the visual media as experienced by the experimental group.

Within the structure of the study, it was

a ssumed that measurable gains made by the control group were due to the
visua l experie nce pro vided . It was further assumed that measurable gains
made by the exper imental group would be a result of the learning made
poss ible by the visual and tactile feedback provided by the sensori-motor
reinforcement program.
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FINDINGS

In order to test the hypotheses, it was essential to choose a n instrument
that cou ld teac h perception of alphabet letters through the visual a nd the visualtactual media.

A method of teaching children ind ividually to build their own

names with movable a lphabet letters was des igned at the Inst itute for Developmental Studies a nd is described by Powledge (1967) .

T hi s method and the

mater ia l s employed were the basis for the design of this study .

The method

and the materials have some of the desirab le qualities of a teaching mac hin e
in clu ding immediate correct ive feedback, pacing the prog r ess of eac h
individual according to his ability and individualizing the task for each S.
These el ements help maximi ze the effect o f sensory input due to the visualtact il e variable wh ile minimizing the effect of the teacher variable .

The

nature of the method a nd materials provides for intri ns ic motivation rather
than relying on external reward necessary for extri ns ic motivation .
The major thrust of thi s study was to measure the effect of a sensor imotor reinforcement program in d irect ing the Ss attent ion to the co nfigu rat ion
and orie nta tion of alphabet letters and their order w ithin a word.

The child 's

ow n name was the word used fo r each S.
Presu ma bly, the correct perception of a lphabet letters would be increased through the visual a nd tactual media provided by the vis ua l exper ience program and the sensori-motor reinforcement program.

All Ss
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participated in the visual experience program.

Only the Ss in the experimental

group participated in the sensori-motor reinforcement program.
The hypotheses predicted that a sensori-motor reinforcement program
would permit the Ss in the experimental group to show greater improvement
than the Ss in the control group in the ability to order and position the
alphabet letters in their own names .
The results of the data collected support the hy potheses. After the
completion of a systematic sensori-motor reinforcement program , the experimental group did show greater ga ins than the control group in the ability
to correc tly order and position the a lphabet letters in their own names .
The individual data sheet was constructed to record the pre-test
and the post-test performance of eac h subject.

An example of the infor-

mation recorded and the method of recording is shown in Table 2
As shown in Table 2 this S was able to order and position the six
letters in his first name perfectly, at level I.

This q.Ialified the S to

participate at le vel II. When the four letters in his unfamiliar last name
were added , the S was unable to discrim inate the letters contained in his
first name from those contained in his last name and consequently , at
level II , his pre-test error score for ordering was seven.
On the pre- test, at level II, this S also had an error score of two
for the positioning task.

The a was reversed and the d was inverted.

It

is inter esting to note that neither the lower case a or the lower case d
are contai ned in the Ss first name .

The conjecture was made that this S
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Table 2 . Information recorded on the indi vidual data sheet.

Experimental group
Age

5-5

Sex

Boy

Control group___

X

Number

18

First name-- Le vel I
Name

D

e

n

n

i

s

Pre-test

D

e

n

n

i

s

Post- test

First and last name--Level II
Name

D

e

n

n

i

s

M

e

a

d

Pre-test

D

M

n

e

i

p

n

"

s

e

P os t-tes t

D

e

n

n

i

s

M

e

a

d

Discrimina tion of Letters
Number of incorrectly ordered letters
Le ve l I

Pre-test'------ Post-test._ _ _ __

Improvement_ __

Leve l II

Pre- tes t'-----'7___ Post- te s t'----'-0_ __

Improvement___l_

Number of incorrectly positioned letters
L eve ll

Pre-test' - - - - - - Po st- test._ _ _ __

Impro vement_ __

Level Il

Pre- tes t'----=.
2___ Post- te s t.___O::___

Impro vement_2__
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had experiences with his first name so that he was familiar with the alphabet
letters , but the s ymbols in his last name we re w1familiar to him and , adding
the additional letters of his second name added such complexity to the task that
he r egressed . This subject had perfect performance in the post-test after
the completion of the sensori-motor re inforcement program.
Information for each of the Ss was transferred from the Individual
Data sheets to the raw score data tables according to the following classifications : (1) performance , le vel I or II; (2) experimental or control group , and ;
(3 ) po sitioning and ordering task.

Data for this S is recorded in Table 11 and

Table 15 in the Appendix. By noting the data for subject 18b , the reader ca n
compare the individual data sheet and the information that has been transferred
to th e raw score tables .
The raw score data listed in the Appendix was compiled in the follow ing categories :
Tabl e 8 Positioning task raw score data for each level I subject in the
con\rol group
Table 9 Positioning task raw score data for each le vel I subject in the
experimental group
Table 10 Positioning task raw score data for each level II subject in the
control group
Table 11 Positioning task raw score data for each l evel II subject in the
experimental group
Table 12 Ordering task raw score data for each level I subject in the
c ontrol group
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Table 13 Ordering task raw score data for each level I subject in the
experimental group
Table 14 Ordering task raw score data for each level II subject in the
control group
Table 15 Order ing task raw score data for each level II s ubj ect in the
exper imental group
The learn ing task to be accomplished by eac h S was determined by the
leng·th and the combination of the a lphabet letters in the Ss own name .

The

vary ing difficulty of the configuration and the orientation of each indi v idual
a lphabet letter has been noted by numerous authors, Dunn- Rankin , Leton
and Shelton (1969), Bi rch and Lefford (1967), de Hirsch, Jansky and Langford
(1966), Popp (1964), Gibson (1966), Vernon (1959) and Gibson et al (1962).
However , no index of difficulty has yet been established.
l earning task ca n not be compared between the two groups.

This aspect of the
For this reason

the progress made by each ch il d can only be considered as descriptive data
and does not have inference to the progress that would be made by other Ss
with different letter combinations in their names.
The length of the Ss names can be compared.

The Ss in the co ntrol

a nd experimenta l groups were not selected as matched sets, but the groups
were ,;umpared by the mean number of letters used by each group and by the
mean error score of each group of the pre-tests.
Table 3 compares the mean number of letters co ntain ed in the names
used by each group .
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Table 3 .

Comparison of the number of letters in the names of the exper imenta l
and contro l groups

Range
high
low
LEVEL I - -fi rst names
Co nt rol
group
3
7

Letters

Subjects

Mea n

113

22

5.1

74

14

5.2

LEVEL IT--first and la s t names
Control
group
12
9

52

5

10 .4

Experimenta l
group

74

Experime ntal
group

4

8

8

15

10.5

The mean score for each group was cal culated by totaling the number
of letters and dividing by the number of s ubj ects.
The mean li sted in Table 3 indicate how nearly identi cal the average
number of l etters in the Ss names in the exper imental group and the co ntrol
group are.

At both levels , the names of the Ss in the experimental groups

averaged . 1 more letters than the names of the Ss in the control group.
One of the assumptions of the study was that the pre-test would measure
the a bility to order and position the a lpha bet lette r s in the Ss ow n name at the
beginning of the study. It was further assumed that this ability would reflect
the previous experienc e each S had with these l etters .
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Table 4 was constructed to show the average number of errors made by
fach group of the pre-test.

Table 4 . Comparison of pre-test error scores

Errors

Subjects

Mean

ORDERING
Level !--first names
Control

78

22

3.5

Experimental

43

14

3.0

Control

19

5

3. 8

Experimental

37

7

5.6

Level II-- first and last names

POSITIONING
Levell--first names
Control

36

22

1.6

Experimental

15

14

1.0

Control

7

5

1.4

Experimental

6

7

.8

Level II-- first and last names

The mean error score was calculated by totaling the number of errors
for each group on each task and dividing by the number of Ss.
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The means in Table 4 relate that lhe experimental group averaged . 5 fewer errors per Sat level I , but averaged 1. 8 more errors per S at level II
on the ordering task . On the positioning task, lhe experimental group
averaged . 6 fewer errors at level I and . 6 fewer errors at level II.
Table 5 was constructed to show the percentage of improvement each
group made within itself on the ordering task.
In Table 5 the percentage figure for lhe pre-test was obtained by
dividi ng the total pre- test error score for eac h group by the total number of
letters used by that group.

The percentage figure for the post-test was

obtained by dividing the total post-test error score for each group by the
to tal number of letters used by the group.

This method adjusted for the

different number of subjects and letters used in each group.

Percentage

improvement scores were obtained by subtracting the per cent figure for
the post-test e rror scores from the per cent figures for the pre-test error
scores.
Table 5 shows that the level I control group made an 11.3 per cent
impro ve ment score in the ability to place the letters of !heir first name in the
correct order from left to right.

The level II control group showed a 15.4 per

cent improvement in the ability to order lhe letters in their first and last names .
Improvement was expected as a result of the visual experience program that the
control group participated in.
The level I experimental group made a 25.2 improvement score in the
ability to order the letters of their first name.

The level II experimental group

Table 5. A percentage comparison of the improvement from pre-test to post-test on the ordering task

Total
Subjects

Total
Letters

Total Error Score
Pre-test Per Post-test Per
No.
Cent No.
Cent

Total Improvement
No.

Per Cent

LEVEL I
Control

22

113

78

68 .0

63

56.7

15

11.3

Experimental

14

74

43

58.1

17

22 . 9

26

25.2

Control

5

52

19

36.5

11

21. 1

8

15 . 4

Experim en tal

7

74

37

50.0

3

4.0

34

46.0

LEVEL II

"""""
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showed a 46. 0 per cent improveme nt in the ability to order the letters in their
first and last names.
On the ordering task, the improvement score for the experimental group
at level I, first names only , was 13. 9 per cent higher than the improvement
score for the control group.

At level II , first and last names , the experimental

group improvement score was 30. 6 higher than the control group on the ordering task.
Table 6 was constructed to show the percentage of improvement each
g roup made within itself on the positioning task.
The percentage figures for Table 5 and Table 6 were calculated by the
same method .

This method is delineated immediately following Table 5.

Table 6 shows that the le ve l I control group made a 12. 4 per cent
improvement score in the ability to correctly position the letters in their
own first na me.

Th e level II control showed a 1. 6 per cent lower score

on the post-test than on the pre- test.

The improvement that was expected

as a result of the visual experience program was s hown for the Ss working
with their first names only but the visual experience program failed to improve the ability to position the letters correctly for the Ss in the control
group who were working with their firs t and last names .
The level 1 experimental group made a 18. 7 per cent improvement score
in the ab ili ty to position the letter s in their first names . The level II experimental group showed a 6. 7 per cen t improvement in the ability to position the
letters in their first and last names.

Table 6. A perc entage comparison of the improvement from pre-test to post- test on the po s itioning task

Total
Subjects

Total
letters

To ta l Error Score
Pre-test P e r
Post-test Per
No.
cent
No.
c ent

To tal Improvement
No.

Per cent

LEVEL I
Co ntrol

22

11 3

36

31. 8

22

19.4

14

12.4

Experimental

14

74

15

2 0.2

1

1.5

14

18. 7

Control

5

52

7

13 .4

8

15 . 0

-1

-1. 6

Experim en tal

7

74

6

8. 1

1

1.3

5

6. 7

LEVEL II

>!>
>!>
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On the positioning task, the improvement score for the experimental
group at level I , first names only, was 6.3 per cent higher than the improvement
score for the control group.

At level II , first and last names , the experimental

group improvement score was 8. 3 per cent higher than the improvement score
for the control group on the positioning task.
In summary, according to the data collected and the interpretation
of the data , the experimental group showed greater improvement scores
than the control group in the ability to order and position the alphabet
letters in their own names.

Due to the visual experience program, the

control group improved in three areas, but failed to show improvement at
level II in positioning the letters in their first and last names.

The experi-

mental group made even higher gains in all four areas, due to the visual
experience program reinforced by the sensori-motor program.
One of the limitations of the study was that the instrument of measurement constructed to test changes in the ability of children to improve performance in ordering and positioning alphabet letters has not been standardized
nor has the reliability and validity been established.

This is an action type

study, designed to measure only the improvement within the group.
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DISCUSSION

The study was designed to be condu cted in two sequential phases.
P hase one wou ld limit the Ss to super imposing th e movable alphabet
l etters on the in tact printed name on the visual m odel card for s ix co nsecut ive days.

During phase two , the Ss would order and position the movab le

a lphabet l etters directly below the intact printed name for six co nsecutive
days .
The fi rst day of the study , the author reali zed the impli cat io ns of the
limitat ion on perceptual learnin g that would be imposed by thi s design when
used with a group in s tead of individual c hildre n.

It was clear that a more

ind ividuali zed, self-moti vated developmental approach would be necessary to
maintain the high leve l of interest and acti ve tactual manipulation demonstrated
by the Ss . Intr insic moti vat ion was esse ntia l if extri nsic motiva tion was removed by requiring the subj ects to work individually with in a total gro up
s ituation .

The benefits of the selected materials and methods would have

been lo st if the procedure had not bee n altered .
The variabl e to be tested was the perceptual learni ng of le tter co nfiguration a nd the order of letters in a word provi ded by the sensori-motor
experience using th e mo,·able alphabet letters a nd the visual model.
The autho r only m ade suggestions about the way that the ma terials
could be u sed and the Ss were encouraged to proceed with their ow n stra tegies
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at their own rate . Kolberg (196 8) states that the principle of optimal developmental match is found between the chall e nge of a task and the child's skill s
and interests . The materials and lea rning climate provided were an attempt
to si mutate that condition .
It is obvious that one teach e r supervising 24 children would be unable

to record or even observe the exact activity of 24 individual approaches in a
five-minute period of time.

The following descriptions were taken from the

notes recorded after the kinde rgarten sess ion concluded each day .

The

generalizations and lack of exact num be r s wou ld not sat isfy the standards of
an inferential study.

Within the limitation of action research, the author

would like to submit these general obs erva tions that appear to be relevant
to the findings, but makes no pretense of inferring to groups other than the
experimental group described in this s tudy.
Interest and active parti c ipa tion did remain high during the sensorimotor reinforcement program.

The r e were variations in the way that the Ss

worked with the materials . OneS was observed to systematically trace the
outline of the letters on the two dime ns ional model card with his right hand
while visuall y scann ing the three dimensional l etter that he held in his left
hand .

Three of the Ss, boys , were in trigued by the shapes of the l etters .

They spent expe nsive time throughout the " tudy ex[Jloring the eonfiguratiun"
through var ious contact activities . They stacked all of the circle letters
in tl1eir own name on a finger and ins pected the differences in this way .
They compared stick letters by s tack ing them on the table as if they were
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blocks.

OneS put the "o" on his tongue and another hung a

"J" on hi s ear.

It was interesting to note that this contact activity was individual strategy

because each of these Ss was seated at a different tabl e and could not view
the activities of the others.
Every Ss spent some segment of the approximately 60 minute sensorimotor reinforcement per iod obse rving other Ss work ing with the letters in
the ir names .

No exact record was kept on the amount of time that was spent

in this way, but it did range from an inc idental glance to an intensive survey
of the strategy used by another S seated at the same table . Intrinsi c motivation appeared to be significant in determin ing the style employed by each
S because the Ss rarely duplicated the methods emp loyed by the Ss he was
observing . It appears that since a ll of the Ss worked with their ow n names ,
the task was seen by the Ss as individual.
There was great variation in the methods of working on the sensorimotor reinforcement task throughout the study .

The intra-group strategies

were as varied as the intra-individual strategies recorded by the a uthor.
One method employed by the Ss was to superimpose the letters on the
visual model each day before attempting to independe ntly position the letter
components without the visual model.

Another freq uently obser ved method

that the Ss employed was trying to position the letters independent of the model
a nd to refer to t he letter outlines as re inforcement when the Ss were unable
to co mplete the name . More intense interest in the configuration of the
letter was expressed when a S noted a differe nce in the wo rd that he had
built and the word printed on the visual model.

Motor activity in moving
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the letters around was employe d in comparing the model and movable alphabet
word and the visual input was reinforced as the perception of the proper
orientation of the letters was formul ated .
It is not surprising that the variations in the methods ranged from a

disorganized , casual approach to a systematic, intense approach.

Partici-

pation varied from the slow starter, who was not ready to conclude hi s
activity at the end of the five minute period to the more motivated Ss who
bega n the task immed iately and was satisfied with hi s efforts before the end
of th e five minute period.

Thi s ev idence of individua l style points to t he basic

need of individualizing learning tasks and reorganizing the classroom to
facilitate small groups and individuals instead of organizing for total group
participation in learning tasks.
During a two-day period , on the seventh and e ighth day of the sensorimotor reinforcement program, three Ss, girls, who sat at a common table ,
collaborated their efforts.

The Ss challenged themselves to perform the task

with the visual model turned face down . One S was a ble to perform perfectly
but the other two Ss were unable to complete the task without the visual model.
The seventh and eighth days were Thursday and Friday . On Monday, the
three Ss resumed independent work.

s 6 returned
model.

s5 co ntinued

to work without the model,

to the launching phase and s uperimposed the letters over the visual

Szo alternated between putting her hand over a portion of the name

while attempti ng to free lance in po s itioning and ordering the letters in he r
name and placing the letters direc tly on top of the intact printed name.
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Even though the task was administered as a total group experience, the
major thrust by the Ss was individual and independent.

No attempt was made

to use a ll the letters of the alphabet , but each child used only the letters
in hi s first or fir st and last name.

Gotkin (1967) found that children who were

introdu ced to movable alphabet letters in a gradual method , starting with s ix
letters on the first day and increasing the numbe r daily , lear ned th e l etters in
l ess time and required Jess ass istance from a dul ts than c hildre n who were introduced to a ll 26 letters on the first day.
This study , using a limited number of a lphabet letters , permitted the
childre n to be introduced to a learning task that was s impl e e nough to provide
s uccess while providing a challenge .

Name building in vol ved the child in hi s

ow n l earning . . . to attend to the deta il s of the configuration of the letters
a nd the order of the letters in hi s own name .
In tabu lating the data , the author became intereste d in the dis t ribution
of pos iti o ning errors made by the Ss in the use of the lower case letters. An
a nalys is of the distribution of the positioning er rors of cap ital letters appeared
to be in proportion to the total number of capita l letters included in the Ss names.
The televisio n show Sesame Street , whi c h incorporates teaching the capital
lette rs into the format , was not s hown in the Chicago area until November.
Th is study was concluded in early October so whatever influence the program
has in teaching capital letters to young c hildren is not reflected in thi s s tudy.
Table 7 was constructed to s how the distributio n of errors made in positioning
lower case letters.

Le tte r s j , q , w, x , z were not included in the table be-

cause they were not contained in any S's names.
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Table 7.

Distribution of positioning errors of individual lower case letters
relative to total number .
CONTROL

Total
No .

EXPERIMENTAL

Error Scores
Pre-test
Post-test

19

15

4

2

15

3

Alphabet
letter

Total
No .

a

17

b

3

2

14

5

2

12

1

c

4

Error Scores
Pre-test
Post-test

d

4

4

e

17

0

g

0

h

2

0
2
3

12

7
k

3
4

0
10

m

3

n

12

0

6

p

0

12

r

12

2

s

6

9

2

8

9

6

4

u

3

2

v

2

9

3

9

2

2
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Table 7 indicates that the lower case.!= was the alphabet letter that
was most often positioned incorrectly . The control group did not improve at
all in the abili ty to position
instead of to the left.

the~

but continued to rotate it to face to the right

The experimental group improved from 12 errors on

the pre-test to two errors on the post-test. It is interesting to note that
tl1e two positioning errors made by the exper imental group after the completion
of the sensori-motor reinforcement program were both with the lower case!!.·
This coincides with the findings of Vernon (1959) that five year old children
are often unable to see a difference between a shape and its mirror image
even when it is pointed out to them.

The experimental group did improve

sign ificantly in positioning the lower

case~ ·

The visual experience was not

enough to increase the acuity of the perceptual analysis

req.~ired

for the task ,

but the visual tactual sensory input provided by the sensori-motor reinforcement program did impro ve the performance of the Ss in positioning the lower
case a.
Du e to the visual experiences program , the control group improved
in the ability to pos ition the letters in their first names but failed to show
improvement: in the ab ili ty to position the letters when the last name was
added to the task. Gotkin's finding, that learning is more efficiently
accomplisheu when the task is programmed to the ability of the individual and
the tendency of the Ss in the study to regress when they were challenged to a
task beyond their capac ity would suggest a possibility of the occurrence of
this finding .

There is the further possibility that in the task of collecting their
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own name card (the visual model), recognition of the first name was enough to
accomplish the task.

The S may not have had adequate time to inspect the

model to increase the visual input required for perception of position to
take place. It is possible that the S did not in fact have an adequate visual
perceptual experience with the a lphabet letters in his own last name in order
to position the letters correctly.
The gains made by the experimental group in the ability to position the
letters corr,e ct!y would agree with Wheelock and Sil vardoli (1967) that skill in
visual discrim ination is learned and can be impro ved by direct tra ining.
The co ntrol group increased in their ability to order the alphabet letters
in their own names due to the visual experience program.

Vernon (19 57)

stressed the difficulty that children expe rience in perceiving the order of
letters w ithin a word.

She states that many c hildren see only those letters

at the beginning or end or those l etters that are tall er or stand out in some
significant way.

The greater gains made by the experimental group in the

a bility to perceive the correct order support the hypothes is that the experimental group would make greater gains by the use of the movable alphabet
letters and the visual model.

The use of the sensori-motor reinforceme nt

material s increased the perception of order by the visual and tactual sensory
input that enabled the Ss to perceive that each of the letters was different in
some significant way .
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SUMMARY, CONCL USION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of Study

The purpose of this study was to determ ine if a sensori-motor reinforcement experience would improve the ability of kindergarten children to attend
to the co nfigurat ions of alphabet letters and th e o rder of letters withi n a
word .
Two hypotheses were formed :
1.

There will be a measurable difference between the experimental

population a nd the control population in t he ab ility to order the letters correctly
to spell the subject s own name after the completio n of a systematic sensor imotor rei nforce ment program.
2.

There will be a measurable difference between the experimental

population a nd the control population in the ability to position the lette r s
correctly to spell the subjects own name after the completion of a systematic
sensor i-motor reinforcement program.
Two separate kindergar ten cla sses were selected as the experimental
and cont r ol groups.

Twenty-one Ss (twelve girls and nine boys ) served as the

experimental group . Twenty-seven Ss (sixtee n girls and eleven boys) served
as the control group.
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Preceeding the main study, a pilot study was conducted on a small
group of si milar children to test the struc ture of the proposed research
design.
Each group was given a pre-test and a post-test as an intact group .
The subjects in the control and the exper im ental gro up were subjected to a
visual perceptual experience with their own name for twelve consecutive
school days.

In addition, each sc hool day dur ing the study , the experimental

group received approximately five minutes of sensori-motor experience with
their names to re inforce the visual perceptual experie nce .

The effect of th e

sensori-motor r e inforcement program was the va riable in this experimental
study.
The v isual perceptual experience was provided by the visual model of
the child' s own name that was shown by the teacher each day in the process
of tak ing atte ndance . The senso ri -mctor experience was provided through
the use of three dime nsional movable alpha bet letters used in conjunct ion
with the visual model.

The Ss used the movable a lphabet letters to build

their ow n na mes.
Both the visual perceptual experie nce and the sensori-motor experience
involved the subjects as a total group.
of each subjects own name.

The task was individualized by the use

Some subjects in each group performed at level I ,

using their first name only and other subjec ts in each group were performing
at level II, whi c h involve d using the Ss ow n first and last name.
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Summary of Findings

1.

A systematic visual experience with their own names did improve

the ability of the kindergarten children to attend to the configurations of
a lphabet letters and the order of letters in a word .
2 . Even greater improvement in the ability of kindergarten children to
attend to the configuration of alphabet letters and the order of lette rs in a word
was s hown by the Ss in the experimental group who had a systematic visual
experience with their names reinforced by a se nsori-motor program.

The

use of three dimensional movable a lphabet letters to build their own names
increased the subject's ability to perceive alphabet letters and their order
in a word through the increased visual-tactual sensory input.

Conclusion

When children encounter a learning s ituation that provides se nsory
input through more than one sense modality, they learn a perceptual task
more effectively than they do when the ava ilable sensory input is singular.

Recommendations for Future Studies

1.

A further study increasing the groups of kindergarten pupils to

three to test for the effect of tl1e visual experience program.

One group would

receive no experience with their names or a lphabet letters during the study.
The other groups would receive the exper ie nces designed for thi s study.
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2. A sim ilar study using one word instead of individual names would
more accurately measure the gains m ade by the experimental group.
3.

A further study designed to include a follow-up test employing

a lphabet letters not included in the subjects own name to determine if the
experie nce with the three dimensional movable a lphabet letters helped the
s ubj ects learn problem solving strategies for a ttending to the configurations
of other alphabet letters .
4. A replication of this study usi ng a sampl e of pre-kindergarten
pupi l s would help to identify the influence of age in achieving perceptual
gains throug h the vi sual and tactual sensory media .
5.

A further study , based on the fi nding in this study, that a child

be co mes confused by a task which is too comp lex a nd actually regresses in
his performance level, would he lp to identify t he point at which a task is
either c hallengi ng or defeating.
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INDIVIDUAL DATA SHEET

E xperimental group_ _ __

Control Group_ _ __

Number

Age_ _
Sex

Firs.!_~

Last Name- Le vel II

Name
Pre-test
Post-test

Discrimination of Letters
Number of incorrectly ordered letters
Level I

Pre-test_ __

Post-test

Improvement_ __

Level II

Pre-test_ __

Post-tes t

Impro vement_ __

Number of incorrectly positioned letters
Level I

Pre-test_ __

Post-test_ __

Impro vement_ __

Level II

Pre-test

Post-test_ _

Improveme nt_ __
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Table 8.

Positioning task raw score data for each level I subject in the
control group

Boy or
Girl

~
Yr- Mo.

lg
2g
3g
4b
5b
6b
7b
8g
9g
lOg
llg
12g
13g
14b
15b
16b
17g
1 8g
19g
20b
2 lb
22b

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
4
5
5
5

22

8
4
6

5
8
7
5
8
5
4
0
7
4
7
6
5
10

Number of
letters

Error Score
Pre-test
Post-test

3
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

1
3
2
1
3
2

1
3

6

2

0
1
2
1

9

4

2

1
3

2
-1

2

0
0

7
7
7

3

0
2
2
2
0
2

113

36

22

0
4

0
0

1
0

2

7
10
4

0
0
1
1
0

Gain

0
0
0

1
3
1
2
-1
-2
2

14 Total
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Table 9 .

Positioning task raw score data for each level I subject in
the exper imental group

Boy or
Girl

~
Yr . Mo.

Number of
letters

Error Score
Pre-test Post-test

lb

4

11

4

1

0

2g

5

7

5

2

0

3g

5

5

5

0

0

4g

5

2

5

5g

5

9

5

6g

5

7

7g

5

Sg

Gain

2

0

1

2

0

2

5

3

0

3

6

5

1

0

4

10

5

1

0

9b

5

2

5

1

0

lOb

5

2

5

0

llb

5

5

5

0

0

12b

5

9

5

1

0

13b

5

9

7

0

0

Mg

5

8

2

_Q_

74

15

1

14

-1

1

2
14 Total s

66
Table 10 .

Positioning task raw score data for each level II subject in
the control group

Boy or
Girl
23g

~
Yr.
5

24g

5

8

10

4

25g

5

7

10

0

26b

4

10

11

2

2

0

~

5

3

12

1

1

0

52

7

8

Mo.
0

5

Table 11.

Number of
letters
9

Error Score
Pre- test
Post-test
2
0
2

Gain
-2
2
-1

-1 Total

Posit ioning task raw score data for each l evel II subject in
U1 e experimental group

Boy or
Girl

~

15g

5

16g

5

17b

Yr.

Mo.

Number of
letters

Error Score
Pre-test
Post-test

Gain

8

0

0

4

9

1

0

5

5

9

2

0

2

18b

5

5

10

2

0

2

19b

4

11

11

1

0

1

20g

5

9

12

0

~

5

6

15

_o_

74

6

-1
0
5 Totals

67
Table 12.

Ordering task raw score data for each level I subject in
the control group

Boy or
Girl

~
Yr. Mo .

Number of
letters

Error Score
Pre-test
Post-test

Gain

1g

5

8

3

0

0

2g

5

4

4

2

3

-1

3g

5

6

4

2

0

2

4b

5

5

4

4

3

5b

5

8

4

4

0

4

6b

5

7

4

2

3

-1

7b

5

5

4

4

4

0

8b

5

8

5

5

2

3

9g

5

5

5

2

4

-2

lOg

5

4

5

4

0

4

llg

5

0

5

3

4

-1

12g

5

7

5

4

4

0

13g

5

4

5

2

0

2

14b

5

7

5

5

0

5

15b

5

6

5

2

3

-1

16b

5

5

5

0

5

-5

17g

4

10

6

4

0

4

18g

5

6

7

-1

19g

4

10

7

4

5

-1

20b

5

4

7

7

6

21b

5

9

7

6

4

22b
22

5

4

7
113

6
78

6
63

2
0
15 Totals

68
Table 13.

Boy or
Girl

Ordering rask raw score data for each l eve l I subject in the
exper imental group

~
Yr .

Mo.

Number of
l etters

Error Score
Pre-test
Po st-tes t

Gain

lb

4

11

4

4

0

4

2g

5

7

5

5

2

3

3g

5

5

5

2

0

2

4g

5

2

5

2

2

0

5g

5

9

5

0

0

6g

5

7

5

2

0

7g

5

6

5

0

0

Sg

4

10

5

2

0

2

9b

5

2

5

2

0

2

lOb

5

2

5

4

4

llb

5

5

5

2

0

2

12b

5

9

5

4

0

4

13b

5

9

6

2

4

14g

5

8

8

7

74

43

17

14

2

26 Totals

69
Table 14. Ordering task raw score data for each level II subject in the
control group
Boy or
Girl

~
Yr.

23g

Mo .

Number of
l etters

5

0

9

3

2

24g

5

8

10

4

4

25g

5

10

3

0

3

26b

4

10

11

9

5

4

~

5

3

12

0

0

19

11

5

52

Tabl e 15.

Erro r Score
Pre-test
Post-test

Gain

0

8 Totals

Ordering task raw score data for each le vel II subject in the
exper im e nta l group

Boy or
Gir l

~
Yr. Mo.

15g

5

7

8

3

0

3

l6g

5

4

9

9

0

9

1 7b

5

4

9

4

0

4

18b

5

5

10

7

0

7

1 9b

4

11

11

5

0

5

2 0g

5

9

12

2

0

2

~

5

6

15

7

3

4

74

37

3

7

Number of
letters

Error Score
Pre-test
Post-test

Gain

34 Totals

70
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